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Checking In
How was the unit 1 group submission?



Back to the James Baldwin quote….

“ The impossible is the least that one can demand ”

Discuss!

How do you interpret the above statement?

How do you interpret the above statement for computational 
problems?



Class Responses…

Keep testing the boundaries of  computing folks: how far we can push what our algos

No progress can be made without exploring the uknown



My first interpretation

Only by knowing the impossible, we know the limits of  what is possible



A 1936 paper

Does anyone know the significance of  this paper?

The paper ended Hilbert’s plan to automatize all of
mathematics

Pic from Wikipedia

This paper started CSE!!



Who was Alan Turing?

https://www.britannica.com/biography/Alan-Turing

1. Benedict Cumberbatch played Alan Turing in the 2014 movie The Imitation Game
2.Turing was an avid Monopoly player
3.Turing was 5th in the British marathon trials for the 1948 Olympics
4.Turing led the effort to break Nazi code (“Enigma”) at Bletchley Park
5.Turing was a gay man who given a choice between “chemical castration” and imprisonment for homosexual acts
6.Turing wrote what is the considered the first major paper on AI

Pick ALL  choices that are 
TRUE



Correct answer: ALL of  them!

1.Benedict Cumberbatch played Alan Turing in the 2014 movie The Imitation Game
2.Turing was an avid Monopoly player
3.Turing was 5th in the British marathon trials for the 1948 Olympics
4.Turing led the effort to break Nazi code (“Enigma”) at Bletchley Park
5.Turing was a gay man who given a choice between “chemical castration” and imprisonment for homosexual acts
6.Turing write what is the considered the first major paper on AI

https://kottke.org/18/04/alan-turing-was-an-excellent-runner

https://www.imdb.com/title/tt2084970/

https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2012/sep/10/alan-turing-monopoly-board-google

https://www.nationalww2museum.org/war/articles/alan-turing-betchley-park

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/06/05/obituaries/alan-turing-overlooked.html

https://academic.oup.com/mind/article/LIX/236/433/986238



https://stackoverflow.com/questions/59045832/turing-machine-for-addition-and-comparison-of-binary-numbers

Turing didn’t invent programs we know today

He invented what we today call Turing machines
These are programs that directly manipulate memory

def add (a,b): 
   c = a+b 
   return c

Python code to add a and b

# This means function name is add and it has two inputs: a and b
           # assign c to be the sum of a and b
            # The function then returns the sum
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Let’s assume TM and programs are same

Why abstract out computation as Turing machines?

The paper ended Hilbert’s plan to automatize all of
mathematics

Pic from Wikipedia

Allows us to ask “meta” questions on computation

I.e. what can we compute ?



My second interpretation

If  something is impossible, it might make something else possible

Any example?



Cryptography!



But, wait…

What do you think when you hear impossible?

In the context of  computational problems, 
what does an impossible problem (that is 

defined mathematically)  mean to you?

Discuss!



Class Responses…

Problems take a long time to solve (using existing techniques)

Problems with no finite answer

Problems that cannot be defined precisely

Problems that do not have a solution

Problems that make other things possible



Format of  my (five!) interpretations

Start off  with the interpretation with an example

Talk about the “work around” folks have figured out



First interpretation

Essentially not possible to come up with a precise mathematical description of  a problem

At least not in the sense of  being able 
to write the math formulation down

Any example?



Cat vs. Dogs



Warren and Billy



How do you “define” a dog vs cat image?



First interpretation

Essentially not possible to come up with a precise mathematical description of  a problem

At least not in the sense of  being able 
to write the math formulation down

Try to learn the problem from data itself!



Google Images has “solved” this problem



My result for Warren (Spring 20)



My result for Warren (Spring 22)



My result for Warren (Spring 23)



My result for Billy (Spring 20+22)



My result for Billy (Spring 23)



So cats vs dogs problem solved?



My result for modified Warren (Spring 20)



My result for modified Warren (Spring 22)



My result for modified Warren (Spring 23)



My result for modified Billy  (Spring 20)



My result for modified Billy (Spring 22)



My result for modified Billy (Spring 23)



How does Google Images work?

, cat

, dog
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When a new image comes in

f
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Let’s do a quick break



Impossibilities in Computing

What do you think when you hear impossible?

In the context of  computational problems, 
what does an impossible problem (that is 

defined mathematically)  mean to you?



Second interpretation

It is possible to precisely define the problem but there does not exist any solution

Any example?



Arrow’s Impossibility Theorem



Let’s do another example: fairness definition



Have you heard of  COMPAS?





A sample of  their result



A rejoinder



Both are correct….

How can that be????



Second interpretation

It is possible to precisely define the problem but there does not exist any solution

Solve an approximate version of  the impossible problem



Impossibilities in Computing

What do you think when you hear impossible?

In the context of  computational problems, 
what does an impossible problem (that is 

defined mathematically)  mean to you?



Third interpretation

It is possible to precisely define the problem that has a solution but
COMPUTING the solution is impossible/very hard

Any example?



Case 3.1

It is possible to precisely define the problem that has a solution but
COMPUTING the solution is impossible (period)



Meta Q: Halting Problem

Input:     A program P

Output:  Yes if  P terminates on all possible inputs
              No otherwise

What the heck does 
this even mean??

Let A be a program that solves the Halting problem on all inputs

A
def add (a,b): 
   c = a+b 
   return c

Yes, if                                                returns some c
on every                                              input (a , b)

def add (a,b): 
   c = a+b 
   return c

No, if                                                doesn’t return 
any c
on some                                              input (a , b)

def add (a,b): 
   c = a+b 
   return c



What if  you had this “magic box” A?

Input:     A program P

Output:  Yes if  P terminates on all possible inputs
              No otherwise

A solves the Halting problem on all inputs

Application 1: Take your programming question solution and feed it to A!

https://www.isro.gov.in/chandrayaan3_gallery.html



Chandrayaan 3



What if  you had this “magic box” A?

Input:     A program P

Output:  Yes if  P terminates on all possible inputs
              No otherwise

A solves the Halting problem on all inputs

Application 1: Take your programming question solution and feed it to A!

https://www.isro.gov.in/chandrayaan3_gallery.html

Application 2: Use A to make sure that code in rovers in Chandrayaan 3 will never hang!



My favorite CSE 199 example

Solve Collatz conjecture

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Collatz_conjecture

Wouldn’t it be nice to have 
this magic box A?



No such A can exist!

The paper ended Hilbert’s plan to automatize all of
mathematics

Pic from Wikipedia

This paper started CSE!!



Case 3.1

It is possible to precisely define the problem that has a solution but
COMPUTING the solution is impossible (period)

Solve the problem for “real world” cases



Case 3.2.1

It is possible to precisely define the problem that has a solution but
COMPUTING the solution efficiently with current technology is very hard

Any example?



Quantum Computing

Why do folks care about 
quantum computing?



Remember RSA/factoring?



Quantum Computer can “easily” factor



So RSA is dead?



Case 3.2.1
It is possible to precisely define the problem that has a solution but
COMPUTING the solution efficiently with current technology is very hard

Solve the problem mathematically



Case 3.2.2

It is possible to precisely define the problem that has a solution but
implementing the solution efficiently in current world is  hard

Any example?


